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DIETSH
Text Box
Pruebas Puertorriqueñas de Aprovechamiento Académico 2015 4th Grade English as a Second Language Script for Practice Questions - Listening Section   (Narrator):  These are the English Listening Practice Exercises for 4th grade. With these practice questions, you will show how well you can understand spoken English.  (Pause 3 seconds.)  (Narrator):  Directions: In this practice session, you will listen to a passage. Then, listen to and answer the questions. Mark the letter of the correct answer on your answer sheet.  (Pause 3 seconds.)   (Narrator): Listen to a story about a girl with a basket of eggs. You will answer questions 1 through 3 based on this story.    (Pause 3 seconds.)    (Woman): A girl with a basket full of eggs was thinking about all the money she could make if the chickens hatched from the eggs. Each chicken would lay eggs for her to sell. Then, more chickens would hatch and they would also lay more eggs to sell. Suddenly she tripped and fell and broke all the eggs.   04I0906LN   (Pause 3 seconds.)    (Narrator): Now answer the following questions.    (Pause 3 seconds.)   (Narrator): Look for question number 1. Now listen to the question.  (Pause 3 seconds)  (Narrator): How does the girl hope to make money?  (Pause 3 seconds)  (Note: Pause 2 seconds between options)  (Narrator):A     by selling chickens B     by making baskets C     by making eggs D     by selling eggs   PRI0904103254-0906LN_4
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UTHOMD2
Text Box
(Pause 3 seconds)  (Narrator): Choose the letter of the correct answer and mark it on your answer sheet.  (Pause 3 seconds)  (Narrator): Look for question number 2. Now listen to the question.  (Pause 3 seconds)  (Narrator): Which event happens LAST in the passage?  (Pause 3 seconds)  (Note: Pause 2 seconds between options)  (Narrator):A      A girl is walking.B      All the eggs break.C      A girl has a basket full of eggs.  D      Chickens hatch from the eggs.    PRI0904104257-0906LN_2  (Pause 3 seconds)   (Narrator): Look for question number 3. Now listen to the question.  (Pause 3 seconds)  (Narrator): Which word BEST describes the girl in the passage?  (Pause 3 seconds)  (Note: Pause 2 seconds between options)  (Narrator):A     careful B     rich C     lucky D     greedy   PRI0904101251-0906LN_4  (Pause 3 seconds)  (Narrator): Choose the letter of the correct answer and mark it on your answer sheet.  (Pause 3 seconds)    
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USINGLA
Text Box
(Narrator): Listen to the passage, the questions, and the answer choices again.    (Pause 3 seconds.)    (Woman reads passage again and Narrator repeats the questions and answer options.)  (Pause 10 seconds.)   (Narrator):  This is the end of the 4th grade Listening Practice Exercises. Put your pencil on your desk and wait for instructions from your teacher.
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